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Summary

• In this class, you will be able to take your existing company title blocks and create a template to use on all projects, increasing your productivity and efficiency on all current and future design projects.

• **Most importantly**, you’ll be able to **bring back value** to your employer and the **knowledge to help you excel** within your field.
Download the Handout
Key Learning Objectives

• Learn how to create a Sheet Set Template (.dst) file to be used as your Company Standard.

• Learn how to create a Standard title block linked to your sheet set template populating common project data.

• Learn how to create call out labels, views, and a sheet list table for your project.

• Learn how to create a page setup override to publish the entire drawing package to a PDF, DWF, or Plotter output.
Load the Profile
Exercise 1

Exercise 1: Starting your New Sheet Set

1. Start AutoCAD and Create a new Sheet Set using the SSM palette (Ctrl+4).
2. Select and Example Sheet Set.

3. Select Civil Imperial Sheet Set for this example. You can select any of these options this will give us subsets and properties from the Civil example.
Exercise 2

Exercise 2: Preparing your Drawing Title block

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in the Exercise 2 folder.
2. Notice the subsets have already been renamed to what is shown.

3. Open drawing ANSID_DWG-Template.dwg located in the start folder as shown.
Exercise 3: Adding Sheet Custom Properties

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in the Exercise 3 folder.
2. Right click on the Header and choose Properties as shown.
3. Select Edit Custom Properties on the lower left of the dialog box.
Exercise 4: Adding Sheet Set Custom Properties

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in the Exercise 4 folder as shown.

2. Right click on the Header and choose Properties as shown.
Exercise 5: Connecting the SSM template to the Drawing Template

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in the Exercise 5 folder.
2. Make sure that the correct SSM is open along with the C-100 sheet. Double click the C-100 tab in the SSM to open if it is not open.

3. We are now going to access the attribute data within our title block.
4. We already have an existing block therefore we are going to use ATTEDIT, BATTMAN, REFEDIT, or BEDIT to access the definitions which will make sure we are in the Edit Attribute Definition dialog box and not the enhanced attribute editor.
Exercise 6: Saving your Templates

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in the Exercise 6 folder.
2. Make sure that the correct SSM is open along with the C-100 sheet. Double click the C-100 tab in the SSM to open if it is not open.
Exercise 7: Testing the Templates

1. Start AutoCAD and Create a New Sheet Set. We are going to go through the wizard using the templates we have already setup.
Exercise 8: Creating your project Specific Template with Page Setups.

Every CAD project is different. Each project contains a special set of information that pertains only to that project and not to a global template. We have configured the templates to work with our title block now we must setup a project and make those settings take affect for our current workflow.

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in Exercise 8 folder.
Exercise 9: Creating New Sheets and Publishing your drawings.

Every CAD project is different. Each project contains a special set of information that pertains only to that project and not to a global template. We have configured the templates to work with our title block now we must setup a project and make those settings take affect for our current workflow.

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in Exercise 9 folder.
Exercise 10: Creating a Sheet Index Table

All design projects have a Sheet Index Table. We are now going to create a table style for our project then use that style to automate our sheets.

1. Start AutoCAD and open the Sheet Set in Exercise 10 folder.
2. Notice there are more sheets than before. The sheet set has been populated with data.
3. Double click or open drawing 20181115_G-100.
4. Type Table at the command prompt to bring up the table dialog box.
5. We have two types of Sheet Index Tables created for our project (one with headers and one without).
Exercise 11

Exercise 11: Creating Model Space Sheet Views

1. Under the start pane select Exercise 11 and open up X-Basemap located in the xrefs folder.

2. Notice in Model Space you have 3 named areas with markers.

3. Before making our views, check the Model space annotation scale since that is what the view will be inserted into the new drawing at.

4. Make sure the current scale is set to 1=100.
Exercise 12: Creating Views and adding callout labels

1. Open the Sheet Set located in the Exercise 12 folder.
2. Move to the Model View Tab and select add a location.
Exercise 13: Adding additional View Label Blocks

1. Open the Sheet Set located in the Exercise 13 folder.
2. Navigate through the sheet set and notice that all the fields and data are populated.
3. Right click your project and select properties.
4. Select the window on the right.
Exercise 14: Archiving and Etransmitting your Sheet Set

Archiving drawing sets during a design project becomes a necessary task, especially when we have those unexpected changes and “lock ups” where we need to go back a version just to see what was completed. Create a folder named archive in your project folder.

1. Right click on your sheet set. Access the Archive command by right clicking your project and selecting archive as shown below.
Exercise 15: Publishing your Sheet Set

The final piece of any project is the production. Remember when we setup the page setup overrides earlier in this session. We will now revisit those setting to publish our drawing set.
How did I do?

Class Survey:
Be sure to fill out the class survey located on the app.

Instructions:
Open the app
Click on the classes tap
Select the class
Click the “Take Survey” button at the bottom
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